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 Before 1960: Oxygen; impact assessed clinically. 

 The 1960s:President JFK, Ventilators→  ↓ mortality; The 

march Towards BPD. 

 The 1970s: Giant Leaps Forward;  ANS, CPAP 

 The 1980s: Another Huge Jump; Surfactant 

 The 1990s: Further Steps in the Right Direction ; better 

ventilators. 

 Mortality in (< 1000 g, ELBW) has reduced but the overall 

BPD incidence has not changed …NICU graduates transferred 

to PICU with LRTI and right heart failure. 

 

   







 

 

 FiO2 – Oxygen toxicity 

 

 PIP – Barotrauma 

 

 Tidal volume –Volutrauma!! 
 

 “Collapsed” lung regions – Atelectotrauma 

 

 Lung inflammation - Biotrauma  



 

  CPAP should be used early. 

 During bag-mask ventilation 

◦  PEEP valves should be used to establish stabilize functional 

residual capacity. 

◦  ventilation with large tidal volumes is avoided.  

 Reduce the risk of oxygen toxicity→ BPD, ROP 

 Provision of supplemental oxygen must be guided by 
pulse oximetry…Target in NICU 90-95%. 





     Early CPAP(Avery et al1987) 

Columbia Presbyterian 
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 Intubation for surfactant administration followed by 

rapid extubation to CPAP is known as ‘‘INSURE’’  

  A Cochrane review indicates that preterm 

   infants with or at risk for RDS treated with      

INSURE less likely to: 

  Require MV 

 Develop BPD 

 Lower rates of air leaks 

 



VON DR Trial 

% 



 Intrapartum/pharyngeal administration 

 Administration via laryngeal mask airway (LMA) 

  LISA: Thin catheter using placed using Magill's forceps; baby 

spontaneously breathing. 

 MIST: Rigid vascular catheter; baby spontaneously breathing. 





 Synchronization of spontaneous breathing efforts 

with inflations. 

 

◦ Consistent TV 

◦ Improved oxygenation 

◦ less use of sedatives/analgesic drugs, and shorter duration of 

MV. 

 





 

 

 From experimental and clinical studies in the late 1980s and 

1990s in adults, it became increasingly evident that Volume 

not pressure that causes significant lung injury. 

 

 

 

 



Dreyfuss and Sauman. Am J Respir Crit Care Med 1998  

control 5 min 20 min 

Rat lungs after IPPV @ 45 cmH20 





 

            Volume Targeted Ventilation 

Concept: deliver the set Vt at the lowest airway pressure 

possible 

Cheema IU   Pediatrics 2001;107:1323–1328 



Advantages of volume targeted ventilation 

A significant increase in lung 

compliance, such as following 

exogenous surfactant administration 

will lead to a proportional increase in 

delivered VT unless the inflating 

pressure is reduced 

Volume Guarantee: New Approaches in Volume Controlled Ventilation for Neonates.       

Ahluwalia J, Morley C, Wahle HG.    Dräger Medizintechnik GmbH.    ISBN 3-926762-42-X 

As the VT increases due to 

improving compliance after 

surfactant administration, the 

ventilator automatically drops the 

PIP. 



 

 VTV reduces  

◦ variability of VT delivery compared with PLV. 

 Decreasing VT fluctuations 

◦ leads to a more stable PaCO2 and less hypocarbia. 
 

◦ Reduces fluctuations in cerebral blood decreases the risk of 

brain injury. 



 Atelectasis results in accumulation of protein-rich 

fluid leading to: 

◦  surfactant inactivation  

◦ Release of inflammatory mediators. 

 The repeated collapse and re-expansion of alveoli 

with low end-expiratory volume contribute further to 

VALI.  

 This process is known as atelectotrauma 







In the presence of extensive atelectasis, as seen in the right lower corner, there are two 

populations of alveoli with very different critical opening pressures.  

Martin Keszler Neoreviews 2013;14:e237-e251 
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INJURY 

INJURY 

CMV 

HFOV 

 During CMV, there are swings between the zones of 
injury from inspiration to expiration. 

 During HFOV, the entire cycle operates in the “safe 
window” and avoids the injury zones. 





 

 Permissive hypercapnia: Tolerance of (PCO2)>45mmHg. 

◦ Low tidal volumes 

◦ More unloading of oxygen to the tissues(Bohrs effect) 

◦ Increase in Respiratory drive…Less apnea 

◦  Facilitate early weaning. 

 Retrospective observations in preterm infants showed that low 

levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) <30mmHg an increased risk of 

BPD. 

 Permissive Hypercapnia (45-55mmHg) 

◦ Reduced BPD 

◦ Reduced PVL 

  Keep PH> 7.25 

  

 



Mariani G, Cifuentes J, Carlo WA  Pediatrics 1999;104:1082-1088 

Normocapnia  35-45 mmHg 

                  Clinical experience Premature infants, 600 à 1200 g, < 24 

hrs on MV 

Permissive Hypercapnia  45-55 mmHg 



 CAP trial showed 

 
◦ Reduced apnea 

 

◦ Caffeine group Weaned from the ventilator one 
week earlier. 

 

◦ Caffeine group had lower incidence of BPD(OR 0.63; 
P< 0.001).  



 

 A single recommendations on optimal LPVS cannot be made. 

 Different modes of LPVS may be may be combined or 

individually. 
◦ Establish an FRC Early and use of non-invasive ventilation 

◦  if indicated use Surfactant early and deliver it in minimally invasive manner 

◦ Open the lungs and keep it open 

◦  Look out for hidden oxygen toxicity 

◦  Chose a synchronised mode of ventilation and control your tidal volumes 

◦  Permissive hypercapnia . 

 Remember less is more….IF possible avoid 

mechanical ventilation!! 
 


